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CHAPTER 31

SACRIFICE

FRED NAIDEN

's¡cnrrrcp' derives from the Latin sacrø facere, which, in turn, resembles the Greek
phrase hiera rezein. All three mean 'to do sacred things', and so any treatment of Greek
sacrifice may begin with the observation that this practice is a composite. Oracles fol-
low sacrifices; prayers and hymns often accompany them, and sometimes oaths do; a

healing visitation or a dedication may occur afterwards. Epiphanies rarely occur dur-
ing sacrifices, but a divine presence of some sort, to answer prayers, listen to music,
smell smoke, and manipulate the animal's vitals, is indispensable for the rite.

So much is true of sacrifices involving animal victims, but sacrifices made with veg-
etal offerings extend the field of this practice. Vegetal offerings occurred every morn-
ing and every evening, at home and in shrines, before voyages and other journeys.
Libations and incense-burning were far more common than animal sacrifice, if only
because they accompanied most animal sacrifices yet also occurred without them.
Sacrifices with human victims form a part of Greek thinking about the rite, even if, as

will shortly emerge, these sacrifices were mostly imaginary.
The recipients varied, too. As scott scullion (tgsò implied when defending the con-

trast between 'Olympian' and 'chthonian', Greek terms for sacriflce reflect this contrast.
Thysiø, which smoked, went up, to Olympians; sphøgia, or bloodletting, went down,
to chthonians, as did enøgismos,which often went down to heroes through tubes. yet
heroes received thysiøi, too, showing that the distinction drawn among recipients was
not absolute. Sacrifice was heterogeneous. (On the distinction between Olympians and
chthonians see also, in this volume, Deac¡ Chapter 24.)

fust as offerings and recipients varied, so did context. Sometimes a meal of meat fol-
lowed, but very often some sort of divination followed, with or without examination of
the liver through hepatoscopy. A festival might follow, or the propitiation of a ghost.
Sometimes the community attended, sometimes only the priest or magistrate acting
on the community's behalf. Sometimes the family attended, sometimes only an indi-
vidual worshipper.

In English (and French), all this is 'sacrifice'; in German, most of it is Opfer.In Greek,
however, thysia, sphagia,and enagismos are onlythree of a dozen relevant terms. There
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are two kinds of libations, spondøi, poured in the name of the Olympians, and often
used to solemnize treaties; and choai, poured in the name of the chthonian divini-
ties and used for propitiation. Aparche designates both preliminary offerings and first
fruits. Catalogues of these sundry terms appear in the leading studies on Greek sacrifi-
cial vocabulary (Stengel rgro; Eitrem r9r5; Rudhardt rqSS; Casabona r966).

For the sacrifice of human victims, there was no Greek term. Tragedy aside,
reports of such thysiai in the Archaic, Classical, or Hellenistic sources are rare, espe-
cially reports of regular rituals. For regular thysia, there is only Herodotos 7.197 s¡
a ritual at Alos, and Plato, plus later sources, for the famed ritual at Mount Lycaon
(Resp.5e5c-d,with Min.3r5c). Empedokles (fr. r37 DK) does not specify regular ritual.
Instead, this passage deals with the putative origins of sacrifice in a golden age pre-
ceding the slaughter of animals by human beings. Other, later sources report regular
but obsolete rituals-Pausanias (7.4.19, g.8.2), Porphyry (Abst. z.55,with four reports),
and Apollodoros (r.9.r). Christian sources like Clement (Protr. 3.42) and Lactantius
(Div. inst. r.zt) are tendentious, and the particulars that they report are unreliable. This
unsatisfactory evidence led Pierre Bonnechere (tgSò, author of the fullest recent treat-
ment, to conclude 'human sacrifice' was not a Greek historical reality (on human sacri-
fice, see also, in this volume, Osborne, Chapter r).

If sphagia, noT. thysiø, is the term for a 'human sacrifice', the same difficulties appear.
Rather than reports of rituals, there are reports of measures taken during emergencies,
such as the slaughter of prisoners by Themistokles, according to Plutarch (Them. zz.7;
see also Pl. Resp. 39rb; and later sources such as Paus. 9.33.4). Porphyry reports the only
regular ritual, one for Cronus that scarcely differs from a public execution as opposed
to a communal sacrifice (Abs. z.sò. Once again there are obsolete practices (Phylarchos
FGrH h F 8o, an obsolete pre-battle ritual) and mythic reports (such as Serv. A. 3.rzr,
rr.z64 on ldomeneus' sacrifice of his child). If, on the other hand, scapegoat rituals with
human victims are to be considered acts of sphagia, as argued by Renée Girard þ972),
there is no philological evidence to be found. Scapegoating is never termed sacrificial.
(On scapegoat rituals see, in this volume, Bremmer, Chapter 4o.)

What, then, is the significance of 'sacrifice' from the Archaic to the Hellenistic
periods? Recent scholarship that will be cited in 'scholarly Treatment of Sacrificial
Decorum', below, regards sacrifrce as the central ritual of ancient Greek religion. In this
chapter, I shall argue that it is an etic or modern term that has strayed too far from emic
or ancient experience. It tends to ignore or contradict Greek perspectives, and to over-
emphasize two aspects-killing and eating-while underemphasizing other aspects of
the rite. Instead ofadding to what ancient sources report, it obscures what they say. The
terms'offerin g' and O pfe r are both preferable to's acrifi ce'.

The remainder of this chapter seeks to support this conclusion though a critical
review of scholarship, especially the work of Walter Burkert (t9g j97zl, ry85 jgZZ),
zoor [r99o]) and the Paris school of Jean-Pierre vernant and Marcel Detienne (r9g9

bszgD, followed by two relevant examples of the rite. As I have argued elsewhere
(but not argued strongly enough), acts of sacrifice are aesthetic as well as social
events. The worshippers performed these acts for a god whose function, partly, was

not only to accept the performance, but also to judge and to enjoy it. The god framed
or completed the act. In this sense, the god of sacrifice was a kind of ;eahty_;;
epiphenomenon-and not an illusion.

A Rnvlnw oF ScnoraRsHrp

Confronted with the multifariousness of sacrifice, the leading scholars of this rite,
Burkert and the French team of Vernant and Detienne, have emphasized some aspects
of sacrifice at the cost of others. Even before Homo Necøns ltranslated in r9g3), guikert
emphasized the slaughter of the animal. This emphasis was not accidental. Burkert was
a follower of Konrad Lorenz, the sociobiologist who compared human aggression to
aggression among other species in his on Aggression Gg6o hg6¡l). the slaughter of an
animal in an act of sacrifice is the most striking expression of aggressive impulses in
Greek religion, save only for the legendary sacrifice of human b.lrgr, and so Burkert
devoted more attention to this step than to others-more, for example, than he devoted
to the prayers made during acts of sacrifice. By the same token, the slaughter of the ani-
mal makes sacrifice the paradigmatic rituar. As Burkert (zoor [r99o]: rzj wrote, .society

is built on impulses of aggression controiled by ritual, as Konrad Lorenz has shown.,
A second element in Burkert's view of sacrifice was the emphasis on psychology.

Burkert's accounts of sacrifice centre on what he called (in Burkeìt zoor [r99o]: rÐ, 
.The

joy of the festival, the horror of death', in a word, on worshippers, emotions. Since ani_
mal sacrifice, with its slaughter of a living creature, seems mostly likely to elicit emo-
tions, Burkert had reason to concentrate on this act as opposed to sacrifice in general.
But the primacy ofpsychology meant more than another reason to focus on the slaugh-
ter of animals. It meant that scholars should look for emotions that the Greeks felt but
did not acknowledge. Since the Greeks, like all human beings, were unconsciously
aggressive, one of these unacknowledged emotions was guilt arising from acts of vio-
Ience such as animal sacrifice. The collective aspect of tÀis guilt deiived not so much
from Lorenz, however, as from a tradition of scÀolarship thãt was largely French, and
dated back to Émile Durkheim, the French sociologist u.ti r. uro.rnd r9oo. In this tra-
dition, religious rites provided solidarity: in agricultural societies, solidarity founded
on kinship, and, in industrial societies, solidarity founded on the workplace. Burkert
linked solidarity to guilt.

A third element in Burkert's vieq more prominent in Homo Necans e9g i97z])
than in his other works on sacrifice, was the origin of this collective guilt in prehistor¡
or even in the development ofprimates prior to the emergen ce of homo sopiens.In trac-
ing guilt at animal slaughter to prehistor¡ Burkert foliowed his teacher Karl Meuli,
who posited that Stone Age hunters in Siberia felt guilt at killing their prey (for refer-
ences and background, see the 2or2 essay of Burkert's pupil, Fritz Graf). This was trac-
ing the origins ofGreek sacrifice broadl¡ but Lorenz led Burkert to trace these origins
more broadly still, to the behaviour of herds or packs. The influences of both Meuli and
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Lorenz red Burkert away from comparisons between the Greeks and their neighbours.
Greek sacrifice was not to be understood as a regional, historical phenomenon.

The views of vernant and Detienne, among others, developed in oppositio¡ 
1oBurkert's, but,like him, they concentrated on a single step. For them, this sì.0 *.ììiT

distribution and consumption of the meat. In the words of a rggr paper of vernantì
sacrifice was 'an operation that jointly offers an animal's life to th" gåar 

""a,.u"rä.**its body into food for human consumption' (English trans. vernan-t r99r: 295). Burke.+
vernant said, erred in emphasizing the slaughter ofvictims. The slaughter-Á."r".iìr"
tle attention in the Greek sources, whereas feasting received more. In Vernant,s,ri.*, 

ìadeserved more. Feasting, not slaughter, was the lasi step in an act of sacrific", urra it *æ
also the step in which the most persons participated. It was, further, the most ditr .;;_
tiated step, for not all participants received the same portions and, on many occasions,
the participants were limited in number orother ways. Feasting united y"t airria.ã,
establishing both community and hierarchy. For Burkert's antisoc,-iut i-prrlr., v.rnuit
substituted social impulses. Solidarit¡ not guilt, was central to sacrifice.

Solidarit¡ however, was not altogether positive. Vernant found the negative side ofsolidarity in Hesiod's story of Prometheus' sacrifice to Zeus. Unlike Burkert's hunters
or primates, Vernant's Prometheus is isolated, and is punished. As related in Ve.nant
(r99r: ch. 16), isolation and punishment are both features of a struggle for power
between Prometheus and Zeus-of a politics of sacrifice that caused the act of distribu-
tion and consumption to be (and to remain) contested. The interplay of solidarity and
rivalry drew on Durkheim, as Burkert had done, but to different e-ffect.

This version of sacrifice situated the ritual in Greek political histor¡ and severed
the link Burkert had made between sacrifice and the Stone Age. In spite of this change,
Vernant resembled Burkert in avoiding comparisons betweeriGreekpractice and sacri-
fice in neighbouring societies. Most notabl¡ Vernant ignored the Near Eastern sacrifi-
cial system we know most about-that of ancient Israel. As for Mesopotamian sacrifice,
in this area, unlike that of the Western Semites, sacrifice is not an up,,.r- to describe
food offerings to the gods, and so vernant rejected this comparirorr, too (in vernant
r99r)' At the same time, Vernant and Burkert said little about Roman sacrifice. The
bloodless Imperial cult was perhaps unattractive to Burkert, and Rome's poþlot cities
were very different from the Greek poleis that interested the two French writers.

The emphasis on killing, on the one hand, and on eating, on the other, leads to diffi-
culties explored in Faraone and Naiden zorz, a volum" of erlayr, including the aforemen_
tioned essay of Graf's, and also by myself, when I returned to the subject in a monograph
of the same year (Naiden r¡rz). one difficulty is that the stress of coÁmunal meat-eating
overestimates the availability of sacrificial meat in the great cities of the Classical and
Hellenistic periods, even as this same stress neglects the role of markets and messes in pro-
viding non-sacrificial meat, A second is that Greek offerings resembled those of neigh-
bouring societies, casting doubt on explanations that refeito idiosyncratic features of
Greek society. For traits ofsacrifice such as the combination oflibations, vegetal offerings,
and animal slaughter, found from phoenicia to Rome, by way of Greece and carthage,
there ought to be explanations of a Mediterranean, rather than Greek, character.
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A third objection, better suited to the confines of this chapter, is that stress on killing
nrtdfeasting, 

and thus on violence and solidarit¡ overlooked the standard of deco..rrí
reqtired in_an act of sacrifice. This standard is what makes an act of sacrifrce an aes-

thetic as-well as social act-a performance as well as a ritual. The viewer (and judge) of
this performance was the god' and the performers doubled as spectators. As Burkert
showed in his treatment of sacrifi ce in Greek Religion e9B5 þ9771),this ritual was often
agreatoccasion, and so the performers had to be at theirbest in everysense of the word.-The 

leading recent scholars, like those ofprevious generations, have not ignored this
standard of decorum. The polluted should not participate in sacrifices, tLey report,
and neither should persons who had done violence against the gods. In these respects,
decorum was negative. Geek usage supplies a positive counterpart: sacrifices most be
kala,meaning both 'handsome' and 'socially and morally acceptable,, o¡ to use a single
English word, 'fair' in two senses. First, the animal or other offering must be kalon.
Second, the worshipper must be kølos. Third, the other circumstances must be kala.
Fourth, the entrails must prove tobe kala.In the common phrase, hiera kalø,the word
hiera referrednot only to victims, but also to the chief features of the act.

Most of these requirements are unsurprising. yet even the well-known require-
ments, such as an animal that is kalon, may be underestimated. The Greeks went well
beyond the common epigraphical dictates that the animal be of some particular age,
gender, or colour, or that it be 'finishe d', teleion. For communal sacrifices, the demos
assigned officials to inspect animals and see that these offerings were satisfactory. In
order to select the best animals, officials sometimes conducted'beauty contests'. As for
the requirement that the worshipp erbe kølos, it extended not only to those leading or
authorizing the sacrifice, but also to all those present. once again, the demosprrt it,
officials to work' along with vigilant citizens. In Athens, .orr.er.red citizens could drag
from a shrine any woman thought to be an adulteress (Dem. 59.85-6). That would sparã
the god her noxious presence.

The demos regulated most aspects of sacrifice. Oficials maintained order during
processions bymeans of clubs and whips as well as byfines, and later some of them perl
formed the very different task of giving prizes to the best composer of a song o, ¡r.rr.
honouring the god receiving the sacrifice. officials performing sacrifices weie subject
to euthynøi, or audit (Aeschin. 3.rg), priests performing th.- *".. subject to contracts,
and theoroi attending them were obliged to make p.rbli. reports when they returned
to their home cities (IMøgn. 44.35-6). There was a right wayto attend, as there was to
perform.

The most important aesthetic aspect of sacrifice was often the inspection of the
entrails of the victim. This was true of acts of thysia followed by a meal, and of some
acts of sphagia, as well as of acts of divination followed by hepaioscopy. The common
tetm, kallierein, referredto both the first and last of these thrãe categories of sacrifice.
Either wa¡ kallierein designated a sacrifice that the god accepted, äd,hu, therefore
succeeded. The Greeks, though, tended to thinknot of'success'but ofa divinejudge,
ment that the sacrifices were køla, or 'fair' (again in two senses). Gods were not usually
persuaded. Theywere pleased, and indicated as much.
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Cressrcar ExnMPLES oF
SecnrrrcrAL DEconuvr

Because of recent interest in polis religion, the first of the following two examples of
sacrificial decorum is an Athenianlex secrø ofthe Classical period. The second exa¡¡-
ple, or body of evidence, consists of general statements about sacrifìcial decorgm

outside of Athens, especially in Sparta. These examples show worshippers observing

decorum in two ways, first, by meeting a standard of beaut¡ to køllos, and second, by
meeting a standard ofpropriety.

The first example, an inscription from the 33os concerning the Little Panathenaia,

presents an act of civic sacrifìce from the perspective of kallos. This quality proves to be

a civic burden as well as an artistic achievement,lor køllos involves the mobilization of
ample civic resources-officials, money, and participants. After the usual preliminar-
ies, comes the first mention of kallos, at line 5: 'Let the sacrifice for Athena at the Little
Panathenaia be as handsome as possible (hos kallista). For this reason, let the revenue

available foÍhehieropoioibe as great as possible' (Agoraú.zS.s-).
Hos kallista is costly. How shall the people of Athens afford it? Income from 'new

Iand': 'Let [unnamed offìcials] rent the new land ten days before . . . in two lots to the man
paying tlre most . . . or the man who would' (Agora ß151-rc). The 'new land' is Oropos,

to which Athens has a doubtful title. The income will come from renting it to Athenians,

who will treat the previous inhabitants as tenants or will expel them. These rents will pay

for tlre victims. As later lines in the inscription explain: 'Using the 4t mnai from rent-
ing the new land, . . . let the hieropoioi. . . buy cattle. After dispatching the procession to
the goddess, let them sacrifice all these cattle on the altar of Athena' (Agorø ß.75.4t-z).

Besides requiring revenue, beauty requires an aggressive foreign policy.
The next section deals with sacrifices and other offerings. It begins by stating the

purpose of the transfer: 'so that . . . the parade may be organized as well as possi-

ble . . . [every] year on behalf of the people of Athens and so that the hieropoioi may

in time to come manage everything else for the goddess's festival handsomely' (Agora

t6.75.28-32). The superlatives may give the impression that the purpose of the resolu-

tion is to make new sacrifices. No: the sacrifìces will be two in number, the same as

before. The chief part of this section begins:'Let the hieropoioi make the two sacrifìces,

one to Athena Hygiaeia and the other in the old temple, the same as before' (Agora

t6.75.32-).
Change comes in the distribution of meat, with officials and priestly assistants

receiving larger portions, and in an increase in the number of cattle. For|y-one mnai,
or about two-thirds of a talent, will have bought dozens (although not roo) animals.
Besides meaning 'more' victim s, hos kqllistct also means 'the best' victims: After select-
ing one of the most handsome animals, let them sacrifice it at the altar of Nike' (Agora

t6.Zs.+s-6). After the sacrifice of the rest of the cattle, The hieropoiol are to make more
distributions that close the section of the decree dealing with thysia.
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Hos kallistø now reworks another part of the sacrifice, the public gathering, includ_
ing:'the costs ofthe procession, the cooking, and the adornment of the great ãltu., urr¿
ewrything that is fitting. . . ' The hieropoioi who manage the Panathenaia are to make
¡he gathering for the goddess as handsome as possible' (Agora ú.75.52-8). Marching
orders follow: 'Let them send offthe procession at sunrise and impose lawful punishl
rnents on anypersons who disobey' (Agoraú.75.5g-6o).Although this inscripti,on does
not say so, the polis may have regulated the order of the procession, as on other occa-
sions, such as the Thargelia (tss 435-4c). Hos kallista means choreograph¡ not just
war and cattle.

Besides being costly, this standard of performance must have been exhausting,
and so it applied only to the greatest sacrifices-besides the Panathenaia, to the Attic
Dionysia (IGrr'7r3.g-ro, 1186.ro) and the mysteries at Eleusis (IGrr'7o9),and to a pen-
teric festival at the shrine of Amphiaraos at oropos (petrakos e99) no. z97.ti-4),
Perhaps the casual use of the expression at Demosthe nes z4.zSimplies that a few other
festivals met the same standard. In this passage the orator refers to the management of
unspecified aspects of the Panathenaia.

Vernant and Detienne do acknowledge the effort involved in sacrifices such as
this-an effort that, for them, expresses and heightens civic solidarity. They do not
attempt to explain (and they do not emphasize) the ambitiousness of rites on this scale.
One reason for this degree of ambition is theological. A goddess who is a greater ver-
sion of a human being will want a greater measure of the beauty and splendour that
humans value. Another reason is economic. Offerings on this scale reflect communal
prosperity. As with the oropos lands, this prosperity results partly from aggression;
aside from being civic, it is imperialist.

Seeing only civic solidarity in such a case would imply that all poleis would mount
such sacrifices. Yet few did. In the Hellenistic period, the standard of sacrifices åos
køllista spread, but not widely. It appeared in two important mainland centres, Eretria
(Ro' 73.2-3) and Delphi (cID 4.7t.4; IDetph. 3.3.483).It also appeared in several places
in the Aegean, Amorgos (1G xII, 7 24r.6-7), Kos (lscr.cos 25.b.8), and Keos (IG XII, 5
595), and in two places in Asia Minor: Magnesia (LSAM 3z.rz,34, 42) and Antiocheia in
Cilicia (LSAM 8t.6-9, c.t6o ece, the latest of these examples).

our second case study comes mainly from sparta, which kept sacrifice cheap.
rykourgos, Plutarch reported, did not want sacrifices to be costl¡ for then they wouid
be few. in this spirit, spartans sacrificed only a cock after a victory (plur". Lyc.r9.8; plut.
Ages. y.6). sparta's foe, Epaminondas, opposed the new standard, too, when he con-
trasted thuein, moderate eating, with hybrizeizr, immoderate eating (plut. Apophth.
Lac. ryzd,with Non pos. suøv. ro99c). Delphi settled the matter, o. ,o ù"opompos said:

According to the oracle, the best sacrifices given to Apollo came from a farmer in
Arkadia, one Klearchos, who honoured [his household gods] with incense, and with
barley cakes and other sacrificial cakes. He made civic sa-crifices every year and never
missed a festival. On these occasions he never served the gods by sacrificing cattle or
bludgeoning victims, but by burning whatever he could fi"nd. (F GrH Ís F z Ã q)
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fhis recipient is less viewer, and more listener, less an aesthetic respondent than a judge

or apatron entertaining a request, appeal, or thanksgiving. In this case,'sacrifice'ls

partly a form of behaviour, but partly a renegotiation of the relation between worship-

,er and god. This relation may be lifelong, and so some of the vehicles for understand-
:rngit urr long narratives about worshippers-autobiographies, biographies, histories,

novels, and epic poems. Most writers on sacrifice have made little use of these sources.

Long descriptions of sacrifice are noted, notably sacrifices in lliad t and Odyssey 3,but
not the narratives in which these sacrifices occur. Yet only the narratives can show the

renegotiation process-the reasons for it, the interchange of divine and human, and

the consequences. The sacrifice at the end of lliad r, where Apollo welcomes the offer-

ing and lifts the plague affecting the Achaeans, is part of a chain of events, including

Chryses'prayer that Apollo send the plague, and Chryses' previous sacrifices, which he

rnentioned when asking the god to avenge him.
The neglect ofsuch narratives is no new oversight in scholarship on sacrifice. The stand-

ard works of Paul Stengel (r9ro), Samson Eitrem (r9r5), fean Casabona Q966), and Burkert

OgSlîgzzl, zoor [r99o]) make little use of narratives, and neither do the surveys of Simon

Price $999: ch. z) and Robert Parker (zoo5 and zou: ch. 5). Vernant and Detienne (rg8g

ígZd) ditrer, onlybecause of chapter r in their book, centred on Hesiod. The most impor-

tant sacrifrce for Burkert is the aetiological Bouphonia, for which no extended account

survives, and about which scholars disagree. Naiden str. Bouphoniainthe EAH (Naiden

zor3a) takes a narrowview in which this ritual is exceptional, whereas Albert Henrichs, s.v.

idem,OCDa,follows Burkert in taking abroadviewin which the Bouphonia is exemplary.
The neglect ofextended literary sources has not prevented an altogether different fault

in contemporary writing, which is putting all written sources on a par. An illustration
ofthis fault appears in the list ofsources cited by Burkert in support ofhis view that sac-

rificial animals assented to being sacrificed. This evidence appears in two footnotes to
hisfirstarticleonthesubject$966:ro7nn. ß,45).Thesourceslistedthereareasfollows:

Ael. N,4 ro.5o, rr.4, Apollonios Mi r. 4, Arist. Mir.844a, Plut. Pel. zt,PIuf. Luc.24.6-7,
Porph. Absf. r.25, Philostr. Her.294,329, Plin. NH 32.t7,

all given in this order in n. 43. More follow in n. 45:

Porph.Aåsf.z.9,schol. Ar.Pax96o,Schol.ARr.4z5,Plut. Dedef.or.435b-cand37a,
P\ut. Quaest. conv. Tzgf, Syll.3 rcz5.zo.

Of these fourteen sources, only Aristophanes and an inscription from Kos, given in
SIG, date from scn. Some of the fourteen sources report mirabilia, whereas Plutarch
reports a practice at one of the great shrines in Greece. Aristophanes gives the only
detailed evidence from the Classical period, but he describes a farcical scene. The Kos
inscription, likewise important, since it describes an annual occasion, is irrelevant save
tor a fewwords that describe the behaviour of a single animal.

Footnotes of this character are no monopoly of Burkert's, of course. They deserve
notice because they reflect a tendency throughout the study of Greek religion, which
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porphyr¡ the source for this passage in Theopompos, quotes it in order to disparage

uniäui off.tings. Yet Klearchos is no vegetarian' He is an example of the Spartan virtue

ãifr.qrr"n.y u.rd of lpu-inondas's motto of moderation-and an example of another

kind of decorum. The watchword has ceased to be beaut¡ and become propriety' This

watchword appealed to sources as varied as Plutarch, a priest in the provincial town

of chaeronea in the first century ce, and Theopompos, a rhetorician of four centuries

earlier.
The difference between sacrifrce hos kallistø and traditional sacrifi.ce, or sacrifice

kata ta patria, appears as much in the sources for these two versions of the practice

as it does in the ceremonial details. Sacrifice hos kallista was a matter of public record

inscribed on stone. In more than one sense' this kind of sacrifice was monumental.

Sacrifice katct ta patria, or 'according to tradition', was a matter of oral transmission

sometimes preserved by moralizin g ot archaizing writers. Both types of source were

ideologicalþ charged, but to different effects. Sacrifice hos køllistø justified the polis.

Sacrifice køta tø patria illustrated the merits of a way of life. The former was notably

Athenian; the latter was notably Spartan or Peloponnesian'

S cHor,nRLY TnnarivrENT oF

SRcnrprcrAL Dnconuvr

For Burkert, Vernant, and Detienne, beauty and propriety are not noteworthy quali-

ties in an ac!. of sacrifice, so these writers seldom mention them. Burkert skips the

impression that beauty makes in favour of the impression that killing makes. Vernant

hu, .ro use for beauty for another reason: it does not feed worshippers. For all these

writers, propriety is important only at the moments they stress, killing and eating.

At the time of killing, the animal must consent; at the time of eating, the citizens

must share.

A further difficulty is that these three scholars regard 'sacrifice' as a ritual, that is,

a form of behaviour repeated according to rule. Using a less rigid definition, found in

Catherine Bell (1997), t'hey might regard it as a rituali zalion, or behaviour determined

partly by rule and partly by other factors. The purposes of the ritual or ritualization

range from generating meaning to generating solidarity or social limits' Yet events that

stioutd be 'as beautiful as possible', and thus resemble works of art, cannot geîercIe,

meaning, solidarit¡ or limits without a viewer or listener. The viewer maybe supposed

to be the god, or other worshippers, or, to combine these alternatives, a god as wor-

shippers co.rceive him, but whoever the viewer may be, the act of sacrifi.ce cannot be

-.iJy a form of behaviour, any more than a performance of the last acl of Hamlet can

be merely an exhibition of duelling.
On the other hand, an event that should be as convenient as possible, and thus as fre-

quent as possible, sends a reiterated message to the recipient of the sacrificial offering'
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fhe emphasis on bloodshed-and on guilt-echoes the sacrifice of fesus, in which an
offering is likened to a lamb that washes away sins. |esus'sacrifice is infallible, volun-
øry, and unique, three more parallels between Christianity and Burkert's view of sac-
rifrcialritual' In Christianit¡ the sacrifice is infallible because it is ordained, voluntary
because Christ chooses the cross, and unique thanks to Christ's divinity. In Burkert,
the sacrifice of an animal is infallible in its positive social effect, voluntary on the ani-
¡¡al's part, and unique in its power to unify and pacify the community.

The French emphasis on solidarity suits the Christian Mass, at which the consump-
üon of a sacrificial offering brings worshippers in communion with God and wittr 

"u.tother. As in Christianit¡ participation in Greek meals is communal, and the atglos-
phere is joyful. communitøs arises without the guilt found in Burkert's view.

Ifsacrifice expresses guilt, as with Burkert, or solidarit¡ as with the French scholars,
it expresses universal human attitudes or needs, and so it ought to exist everywhere.
Burkert accepts this conclusion, and so he sets forth a view of Greek sacrifice in which
what is Greek is less important than what is primeval. Vernant and Detienne accept
it, too, but with the proviso that solidarit¡ unlike guilt, is a politically conditioned
emotion, and so they set forth a view in which the Greek polis, especially democratic
Athens, established a distinctive form of the rite. The Christianity in these views is pat-
ent: in Burkert, the sacrifice of Christ atones for the guilt felt by all, and in the French
writers, the congregation feels solidaritywith all its members. Burkert latches onto sin,
the French onto salvation.

The resemblance between these scholars' views and the familiar, Christian under-
standing of sacrifice is tantalizing: did Christian ritual influence Burkert and his con-
temporaries, or did proto-Christian features of Greek sacrifice influence Christianity
first, and scholarship afterwards? There surely are some proto-Christian features-the
altar, the combination of foods and liquids, the hymns and processions. Even so, the
Greekvictim was not voluntar¡ the expiation of sin was not the chiefpurpose of the rite,
and no salvation was conferred. Greek sacrifice should not be likened to the Eucharist.

Continued use of the term 'sacrifìce' makes it easy to persist in this mistake, and
so this chapter concludes by recommending that scholars working on Greek offerings,
especially animal offerings, use 'offering' or ofrande, or the German term, opfer. rf
these terms fail to evoke bloodshed, this failure is a gain rather than a loss. The modern
value set on animal life derives from several sources, including Christianit¡ but it does
not derive from the ancient Greeks. The practices of Greek vegetarians were marginal;
the ethos of todayt vegetarians is becoming central.

SuccEsrno R¡lnrxc
Although theoretical disputes have dominated the study of sacrifice, the recent development
of osteological research in Greek shrines promises a new approach that will settle questions
about the role of animals and other offerings. Most important is the synthetic work of Gunnel
Ekroth (zoo7, zooï). Among the studies that Ekroth and others have used, the most impor-
tant is Bookidis, Hansen, Snyder, and Goldberg 1999. This article shows that both sacrificial
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is to draw sociological conclusions at the expense of cultural distinctions. Sacrifrce

touches on law, moralit¡ poetry, and visual art, but writing about sacrifice avoids these

subjects, especially the first two. The latter two appear more often, but as evidence for
ideolog¡ rather than behaviour.

Thoroughness is the obvious justifrcation for such an agglomeration of sources. Yet,

if scholarly investigation is to be thorough, visual sources bulk larger than literary
ones, the most important compilation being Folkert van Straten (rgqf). For the study

of sacrifice, concentration on visual sources has an obvious advantage: thanks to the
training of art historians, aesthetic factors are less likely to be minimized in favour of
anthropological or sociological ones.

The chief weakness in scholarship on Greek sacrifice has not, however, been any mis-

handling or neglect of ancient sources, or even any neglect of the standard of deco-

rum demanded of worshippers. It has been neglecting to ask why the gods impose this
standard, and, above all, why they enforce this standard by occasionally rejecting sac-

rifices, as happens to Odysseus, his crew, and the Phaiakians, not to mention many

later worshippers (Od. 9.55r-5, t2356-65,4184-). Scholarship on sacrifice lacks any

theology-any explanation of why gods act as they do. This lack of theology does not

reflect any lack of interest in the gods in general. The problem of divine misbehaviour,

raised by Plato, has interested commentators and scholars down through Burkert, who,

in Greek Religion OgBS ígzzl: table of contents), described the Greek gods as caught
'between amorality and law'. The conduct of gods in the course of sacrifice is the

neglected question.

Why should Zeus accept some sacrifices by Odysseus, and not others? Why (to

believe Thucydides), should the gods be more particular about Spartan border sacri-

fices than those of other Greeks? The answer is sometimes divine concern for unwritten
laws, sometimes divine adherence to the dictates of moira, sometimes divine endorse-

ment of human laws, sometimes divine insistence on artistic or physical standards. The

legal and quasi-legal standards involve propriet¡ and the physical standards involve

aesthetics. All these standards count. The theology of sacrifice is not simply a moral or

dogmatic one. It sometimes involves the interpretive difficulties characteristic of works

of literary or artistic genius. The theology of sacriflce in Euripides is as demanding as

the theology of sacrifice in Milton, and with good pagan reason: there are more gods to

please or displease.

Gnnnr Sncnrprcn vs. CnnrsrrAN Sacnrrrcn

This comparison between poets is not meant to be a way to smuggle Christianity into

the studyof Greek religion. The influence of Christianityon the study of Greekreligion
has often been deleterious. Burkert, Vernant, and Detienne emphasize bloodshed and

solidarity in a somewhat Christian sense, and they share the Christian assumption that

sacrifice is a universal practice.
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and other meat might well be eaten on the same occasions in a sacred place, confrr¡i¡,
scenes in Aristophanes (Pax n9l_7; Ach.99ï-roo7; Ecc.16g-7g). Still untackled lr .o.purìl
son of these results with those from the Near East. For links between scholarship o" ir".¡
religion and Near Eastern studies, see Naiden zor3b.
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